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reviews: international
Throughout the show, motifs
chessboards, and advertising posters
of land and water were in confrom his native Colombia.
stant juxtaposition—as with
Arranged like sculptural pieces on
Earthen Canoe and Atoll, for
long worktables, sticky gobs of cooked
example, which suggest bits of
corn were sprouting thick layers of
earth adrift in a larger, fluid
mold, and viewers were invited to walk
body. Tetkowski also demonall around the chaotic installation, givstrated his interest in topograing it a scuffed and worn look. There
phy in works such as Sliced
was something oddly endearing about
Mesa, whose bundled red slivthe whole filthy assemblage, which reers of clay recall the texture,
called a Mike Nelson installation in the
color, and form of mesas in the
way its objects managed to evoke a cerCinthia Marcelle, Traveler Swallowed by the Space, 2013,
American Southwest.
tain intimacy with their maker. Upiron oxide in magnetized space, dimensions variable,
Varying his surfaces with
stairs, one room was filled with the
installation view. Memorial do Rio Grande do Sul.
bronze glaze and a sophistiaptly titled lottery (2013), in which
cated ancient burnishing techplacemat-size “lottery tickets,” silknique known as terra sigillata, the artist
screened and painted by Murillo and a
insects and other small creatures, offering
often evokes conflict between the natu“member of his family,” hung from
a thoughtful reflection on the boundaries
ral landscape and human industry. At
strings like clothes on a clothesline. As
between nature and culture, inside and
first glance, Metallic Bait feels viscerally
the work’s title suggested, each ticket
outside.
human, but its surface insinuates
had been sold in a lottery for £2,500
At the Museu de Arte do Rio Grande do
smelted ore. Vortical Confluction and
Sul, the Mexican artist Mario García Torres (over $4,000), with all proceeds beneAlluvial Flexure, in spite of their intellec- installed Je ne sais si c’en est la cause (I
fitting the gallery and the three wintually abstract titles, are tactile and
don’t know if that’s what caused it), 2009, ners earning a prize chosen by Murillo.
sensuous, suggesting an uneasy combiThough the strands of this warma 35mm slide projection that ostensibly
nation between wet, pulsating human
hearted, slightly clumsy show may have
documents his search for murals made in
flesh, industrial gears, and liquid steel.
seemed disparate at first, Murillo pulled
1965 by French artist Daniel Buren at a
—Stacey Duff hotel in the Virgin Islands. But since the
them together with a strangely powerful
film of a Colombian lottery ticket salesresort was destroyed by a hurricane in
man named Ramón, strolling down village
1989, the projected images instead take
streets and touting his tickets with robotic
viewers through a landscape of ruined
Various venues
repetition. Now and then, he would interbuildings and tennis courts: a nostalgic
Porto Alegre, Brazil
act with townspeople or with the artist,
meditation on loss, both physical and
Founded in 1996 in Porte Alegre, the
but mostly he was focused on his busisymbolic.
Mercosul Biennial has always been noness. The exhibition’s title, “if I was to
Altogether, this biennial reminded us
table for its exposure of contemporary
draw a line, this journey started approxithat the canon of contemporary art is not
Latin American artists. Presenting work
mately 400km north of the equator,”
stable but constantly shifting, like perin all mediums by more than 60 artists
could thus apply to Murillo’s journey from
sonal taste or the weather—illuminating
and art collectives from 26 countries and
Colombia to London, or to the lottery
some artists and movements while simulcurated by Sofía Hernández Chong Cuy,
salesman’s lonely walk—a humble suggestaneously ignoring or excluding others.
—Khristaan D. Villela tion that vendor and artist are in the same
its ninth edition was titled “Se o Clima
for Favorável,” or “Weather Permitting,”
boat, plying their wares to trusting buyers
hinting at the diverse climate of cultures,
who are encouraged to act on little more
—Roger Atwood
politics, and sensibilities included.
than a hunch.
South London
Four venues in the city’s historical cenLondon
ter hosted the primary exhibition, “PorFor Oscar Murillo’s first
tals, Forecasts and Monotypes,” which
major solo exhibition in the
adhered to the biennial’s meteorological
United Kingdom, the
theme. At the Memorial do Rio Grande do
London-based artist moved
Sul, the Brazilian artist Cinthia Marcelle’s
the contents of his studio
Traveler Swallowed by the Space (2013)
into the gallery’s main
transformed a nondescript lobby framed
room. Then he rearranged
by columns into an orange fantasy of surprising texture. In fact, Marcelle had mag- and augmented the various
materials and objects into a
netized the space and coated its floor and
sprawling installation that
columns with powdered iron, which
made references to pop
promptly oxidized. The fine powder on
Oscar Murillo, “if I was to draw a line, this journey started
culture, commerce, games,
the floor—whose brilliant color evoked
approximately 400km north of the equator,” 2013,
and artistic practice, feathe ruddy soil of the artist’s native city of
various mediums, dimensions variable, installation view. South London.
turing food wrappers,
Belo Horizonte—displayed the tracks of
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